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Active learning methods can provide significant advantages over traditional instructional
practices, including improving student engagement and increasing student learning.
Focusing on class-level interventions, the chapters in this book showcase evidencebased techniques to encourage active learning in general chemistry. Contributing
authors also include approaches to methods that encourage productive ways to engage
inside and outside of classroom to support students' transition to university. Faculty and
administrators considering more effective general chemistry courses will benefit from
reading this volume.
Mathematics for Physical Chemistry, Third Edition, is the ideal text for students and
physical chemists who want to sharpen their mathematics skills. It can help prepare the
reader for an undergraduate course, serve as a supplementary text for use during a
course, or serve as a reference for graduate students and practicing chemists. The text
concentrates on applications instead of theory, and, although the emphasis is on
physical chemistry, it can also be useful in general chemistry courses. The Third Edition
includes new exercises in each chapter that provide practice in a technique immediately
after discussion or example and encourage self-study. The first ten chapters are
constructed around a sequence of mathematical topics, with a gradual progression into
more advanced material. The final chapter discusses mathematical topics needed in
the analysis of experimental data. Numerous examples and problems interspersed
throughout the presentations Each extensive chapter contains a preview, objectives,
and summary Includes topics not found in similar books, such as a review of general
algebra and an introduction to group theory Provides chemistry specific instruction
without the distraction of abstract concepts or theoretical issues in pure mathematics
This general, organic, and biochemistry text has been written for students preparing for
careers in health-related fields such as nursing, dental hygiene, nutrition, medical
technology, and occupational therapy. It is also suited for students majoring in other
fields where it is important to have an understanding of the basics of chemistry.
Students need have no previous background in chemistry, but should possess basic
math skills. The text features numerous helpful problems and learning features.
All general chemistry students face similar challenges but they use their textbook to
meet those challenges in different ways. Some read chapters from beginning to end,
some consult the book as a reference, and some look to the book for problem-solving
help. Chemistry: The Science in Context, Third Edition was written and designed to
help every kind of student, regardless of how they use the book.
Adapted from Nivaldo J. Tro's best-selling general chemistry book, Principles of
Chemistry: A Molecular Approach focuses exclusively on the core concepts of general
chemistry without sacrificing depth or relevance. Tro's unprecedented two- and threecolumn problem-solving approach is used throughout to give students sufficient practice
in this fundamental skill. A unique integration of macroscopic, molecular, and symbolic
illustrations helps students to visualize the various dimensions of chemistry; Tro's
engaging writing style captures student's attention with relevant applications. The
Second Edition offers a wealth of new and revised problems, approximately 50 new
conceptual connections, an updated art program throughout, and is available with
MasteringChemistry®, the most advanced online tutorial and assessment program
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available. This package contains: Principles of Chemistry: A Molecular Approach,
Second Edition
Success in organic chemistry requires mastery in two core aspects: fundamental
concepts and the skills needed to apply those concepts and solve problems. With
Organic Chemistry, Student Solution Manual and Study Guide, 4th Edition, students
can learn to become proficient at approaching new situations methodically, based on a
repertoire of skills. These skills are vital for successful problem solving in organic
chemistry.
100% Pure Chemical Understanding Every morning many of us are energized by a cup
of coffee. Imagine if you were as energized by understanding the chemistry in your
morning cup--from the coffee trees, which fill red coffee berries with caffeine and a
variety of other chemical substances, to the feathery crystals formed by the caffeine
molecules, to the decaffeinating machines, which use liquid solvents to remove this
stimulant from some of the beans. Now, that's real chemical understanding! Olmsted
and Williams' Fourth Edition of Chemistry focuses on helping you see and think about
the world (and even your coffee) as a chemist. This text helps you understand how
chemical phenomena are governed by what happens at the molecular level, apply
critical thinking skills to chemical concepts and problems, and master the basic
mathematical techniques needed for quantitative reasoning. You'll see the world as
chemists do, and learn to appreciate the chemical processes all around us. A Fourth
Edition with a lot of new perks! * Revisions include a new, early energy chapter; revised
coverage of bonding; expanded coverage of intermolecular forces; and increased
coverage of multiple equilibria, including polyprotic acids. * New pedagogy strengthens
students' critical thinking and problem-solving skills. * Visual Summaries at the end of
each chapter use molecular and diagrammatic visual elements to summarize essential
skills, concepts, equations, and terms. * eGrade Plus provides an integrated suite of
teaching and learning resources, including a complete online version of the text, links
between problems and relevant sections in the online text, practice quizzes, the Visual
Tutor, Interactive LearningWare problems, and lab demos, as well as homework
management and presentation features for instructors.
Organic Chemistry, 3rd Edition offers success in organic chemistry requires mastery in
two core aspects: fundamental concepts and the skills needed to apply those concepts
and solve problems. Students must learn to become proficient at approaching new
situations methodically, based on a repertoire of skills. These skills are vital for
successful problem solving in organic chemistry. Existing textbooks provide extensive
coverage of the principles but there is far less emphasis on the skills needed to actually
solve problems.
CHEMISTRY FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS, connects chemistry to engineering,
math, and physics; includes problems and applications specific to engineering; and
offers realistic worked problems in every chapter that speak to your interests as a future
engineer. Packed with built-in study tools, this textbook gives you the resources you
need to master the material and succeed in the course. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient,
three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value; this
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format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of MyLab(tm)and Mastering(tm) platforms exist for each title, including
customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In
addition, you may need a Course ID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use
MyLab and Mastering products. For courses in two-semester general chemistry.
Accurate, data-driven authorship with expanded interactivity leads to greater student
engagement Unrivaled problem sets, notable scientific accuracy and currency, and
remarkable clarity have made Chemistry: The Central Science the leading general
chemistry text for more than a decade. Trusted, innovative, and calibrated, the text
increases conceptual understanding and leads to greater student success in general
chemistry by building on the expertise of the dynamic author team of leading
researchers and award-winning teachers. In this new edition, the author team draws on
the wealth of student data in Mastering(tm)Chemistry to identify where students
struggle and strives to perfect the clarity and effectiveness of the text, the art, and the
exercises while addressing student misconceptions and encouraging thinking about the
practical, real-world use of chemistry. New levels of student interactivity and
engagement are made possible through the enhanced eText 2.0 and Mastering
Chemistry, providing seamlessly integrated videos and personalized learning
throughout the course . Also available with Mastering Chemistry Mastering(tm)
Chemistry is the leading online homework, tutorial, and engagement system, designed
to improve results by engaging students with vetted content. The enhanced eText 2.0
and Mastering Chemistry work with the book to provide seamless and tightly integrated
videos and other rich media and assessment throughout the course. Instructors can
assign interactive media before class to engage students and ensure they arrive ready
to learn. Students further master concepts through book-specific Mastering Chemistry
assignments, which provide hints and answer-specific feedback that build problemsolving skills. With Learning Catalytics(tm) instructors can expand on key concepts and
encourage student engagement during lecture through questions answered individually
or in pairs and groups. Mastering Chemistry now provides students with the new
General Chemistry Primer for remediation of chemistry and math skills needed in the
general chemistry course. If you would like to purchase both the loose-leaf version of
the text and MyLab and Mastering, search for: 0134557328 / 9780134557328
Chemistry: The Central Science, Books a la Carte Plus MasteringChemistry with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134294165 /
9780134294162 MasteringChemistry with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -for Chemistry: The Central Science 0134555635 / 9780134555638 Chemistry: The
Central Science, Books a la Carte Edition

For years, Donald McQuarrie's chemistry textbooks have been famous among
students and professors alike for their wonderful problems. The Solutions Manual
to Accompany General Chemistry, Fourth Edition lists even-numbered chapterending problems from the textbook and goes on to provide detailed solutions. For
students studying independently or in groups, this solutions manual will be
tremendously useful to help students perfect their problem-solving skills and to
master the covered concepts.
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Drawing on 20 years of teaching allied health and pre-professional students,
authors Laura Frost and Todd Deal have created this innovative new text for your
GOB chemistry course. General, organic, and biological chemistry topics are
integrated throughout each chapter in a manner that immediately relates
chemistry to your future allied health career and everyday life. General, Organic,
and Biological Chemistry: An Integrated Approach introduces the problem-solving
skills you will need to assess situations critically on the job. Unique guided-inquiry
activities are incorporated after each chapter, guiding you through an exploration
of the information to develop chemical concepts, and then apply the developed
concept to further examples.
This student companion is a supplement to Chemistry: Molecules, Matter, and
Change, 4th edition with CD-ROM. It features guided reading strategies,
collaborative learning sheets, and strategies for using CD-ROM tools.
Chemistry, science, stoichiometry, thermodynamics, organic chemistry.
Olmsted/Burk Chemistry, Second Canadian Edition is an introductory general
chemistry text designed specifically with Canadian instructors and students in
mind. Canadian content in the form of SI units, IUPAC standards and research
content more accurately reflects the discipline of Canadian chemistry,
distinguishing this text from current text offerings which are primarily American.
Canadian chemistry instructors will find this text sufficiently rigorous while still
engaging and retaining student interest with accessible language, a concise and
easy-to-use presentation of information, and a clear problem-solving
program--without an excess of material that makes most texts appear daunting
and redundant. This second edition includes more organic chemistry coverage,
multi-concept problems, and increased student pedagogy.
This innovative text provides a 15-chapter introduction to the fundamental concepts of
chemistry. The material is then supplemented by special topics at the end of each
chapter.
For years, Donald McQuarrie's chemistry textbooks have been famous among students
and professors alike for their wonderful problems. The Solutions Manual to Accompany
General Chemistry, Fourth Edition lists even-numbered chapter-ending problems from
the textbook and goes on to provide detailed solutions. For students studying
independently or in groups, this solutions manual will be tremendously useful to help
students perfect their problem-solving skills and to master the covered concepts. NOT
AVAILABLE IN NORTH AMERICA AND CANADA
This fully updated Ninth Edition of Steven and Susan Zumdahl's CHEMISTRY brings
together the solid pedagogy, easy-to-use media, and interactive exercises that today's
instructors need for their general chemistry course. Rather than focusing on rote
memorization, CHEMISTRY uses a thoughtful approach built on problem-solving. For
the Ninth Edition, the authors have added a new emphasis on critical systematic
problem solving, new critical thinking questions, and new computer-based interactive
examples to help students learn how to approach and solve chemical problems--to
learn to think like chemists--so that they can apply the process of problem solving to all
aspects of their lives. Students are provided with the tools to become critical thinkers: to
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ask questions, to apply rules and develop models, and to evaluate the outcome. In
addition, Steven and Susan Zumdahl crafted ChemWork, an online program included in
OWL Online Web Learning to support their approach, much as an instructor would offer
support during office hours. ChemWork is just one of many study aids available with
CHEMISTRY that supports the hallmarks of the textbook--a strong emphasis on
models, real world applications, visual learning, and independent problem solving.
Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
This comprehensive lab manual contains a wide array of experiments without
sacrificing organizational clarity and includes categories on Energy, Kinetics, and
Equilibrium. All experiments have undergone significant testing before being finalized,
and many microscale experiments have been added to allow for more efficient and costeffective means of conducting experiments.
KEY BENEFIT:Basic Chemistry, Second Editionis a text for the preparatory chemistry
course that gives readers the problem-solving tools and techniques needed to be
successful in future chemistry courses and in the work force. The book’s unique Guide
to Problem-Solving strategy provides a visual, step-by-step plan that helps readers
solve a wide variety of problems. Sample and practice problems throughout each
chapter allow readers of various levels and learning styles to practice and master
quantitative skills.Chemistry in Our Lives, Measurements, Matter and Energy, Atoms
and Elements, Names and Formulas of Compounds, Moles and Chemical Quantities,
Chemical Reactions and Equations, Quantities in Chemical Reactions, Atomic Structure
and Periodic Trends, Molecular Structures in Liquids and Solids, Gases and Their
Properties, Solutions, Chemical Equilibrium, Acids and Bases, Oxidation- Reduction:
Transfer of Electrons, Nuclear Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, BiochemistryFor all
readers interested in preparatory chemistry.

"Atoms First seems to be the flavor of the year in chemistry textbooks, but many
of them seem to be little more than rearrangement of the chapters. It takes a
master like McQuarrie to go back to the drawing board and create a logical
development from smallest to largest that makes sense to students."---Hal Harris,
University of Missouri-St. Louis "McQuarrie's book is extremely well written, the
order of topics is logical, and it does a great job with both introductory material
and more advanced concepts. Students of all skill levels will be able to learn from
this book."---Mark Kearley, Florida State University This new fourth edition of
General Chemistry takes an atoms-first approach from beginning to end. In the
tradition of McQuarrie's many previous works, it promises to be another groundbreaking text. This superb new book combines the clear writing and wonderful
problems that have made McQuarrie famous among chemistry professors and
students worldwide. Presented in an elegant design with all-new illustrations, it is
available in a soft-cover edition to offer professors a fresh choice at an
outstanding value. Student supplements include an online series of descriptive
chemistry Interchapters, a Student Solutions Manual, and an optional state-of-theart Online Homework program. For adopting professors, an Instructor's Manual
and a CD of the art are also available.
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This text is different--by design. By relating fundamental concepts of general,
organic, and biological chemistry to the everyday world, Jan Smith effectively
engages students with bulleted lists, extensive illustrations, and step-by-step
problem solving. Smith writes with an approach that delivers need-to-know
information in a succinct style for today’s students. Armed with an excellent
illustration program full of macro-to-micro art, as well as many applications to
biological, medical, consumer, and environmental topics, this book is a
powerhouse of learning for students.
Fundamentals of General, Organic, and Biological Chemistry by McMurry,
Ballantine, Hoeger, and Peterson provides background in chemistry and
biochemistry with a relatable context to ensure students of all disciplines gain an
appreciation of chemistry's significance in everyday life. Known for its clarity and
concise presentation, this book balances chemical concepts with examples,
drawn from students' everyday lives and experiences, to explain the quantitative
aspects of chemistry and provide deeper insight into theoretical principles. The
Seventh Edition focuses on making connections between General, Organic, and
Biological Chemistry through a number of new and updated features -- including
all-new Mastering Reactions boxes, Chemistry in Action boxes, new and revised
chapter problems that strengthen the ties between major concepts in each
chapter, practical applications, and much more. NOTE: this is just the standalone
book, if you want the book/access card order the ISBN below: 032175011X /
9780321750112 Fundamentals of General, Organic, and Biological Chemistry
Plus MasteringChemistry with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists
of: 0321750837 / 9780321750839 Fundamentals of General, Organic, and
Biological Chemistry 0321776461 / 9780321776464 MasteringChemistry with
Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card -- for Fundamentals of General,
Organic, and Biological Chemistry
This General, Organic and Biochemistry text has been written for students
preparing for careers in health-related fields such as nursing, dental hygiene,
nutrition, medical technology and occupational therapy. It is also suited for
students majoring in other fields where it is important to have an understanding of
the basics of chemistry. An integrated approach is employed in which related
general chemistry, organic chemistry, and biochemistry topics are presented in
adjacent chapters. This approach helps students see the strong connections that
exist between these three branches of chemistry, and allows instructors to
discuss these, interrelationships while the material is still fresh in students' minds.
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